
Editing conference- time when the teacher discusses the mechanical rules a student used correctly and

teaches one or two rules he or she still needs to learn

Letter-name spelling- children break words into phonemes and choose letters to represent the

phonemes based on similarity between the sound of the letter names and the respective phoneme

Prephonemic spelling- children form letters correctly, but they have not yet discovered that letters

represent the sounds or phonemes in words

Transitional spelling- children write words that look like English words, though the words are not all

spelled correctly

1. Prephonemic stage- children can form letters correctly, but they haven't discovered that letters

represent the sounds and phonemes in words, three to five year olds

2. Early phonemic stage- children attempt to represent phonemes in words with letters, but they usually

represent only one or two letters in words, generally the initial and final sound, typically five to six year

olds

3. Letter-name stage- children break words into phonemes and choose letters to represent the

phonemes based on the similarity between the sound of letter names and the respective phonemes, six

year olds

4. Transitional stage- children write words that look like English words though the words are not all

spelled correctly. Typically, each syllable has a vowel. Unlike children in the earlier stages, transitional

spellers no longer rely mostly on sounds to present written words; transitional spellers use a

morphological and visual strategy also. Visual memory of spelling patterns. Typical for seven and eight

year olds

5. Correct spelling stage- children spell nearly all words correctly, though like all of us, assistance may be

needed with occasional troublesome words. Typically when they are eight or nine years old.



9. Instruction in conventional editing is important for all students but must honor their home language

or dialect


